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Agawa Rock Pictograph on 

Lake Superior depicting Mis-

shepezhieu, canoe and serpents 

see page 4 

(Above) President John Moons 

presents Jenny Jones with a gift in 

appreciation for her leadership 

and time for successfully chairing 

our show for 3 consecutive years.  

With the assistance of many club 

members Jenny has continued our  

show  to be one of the best gem 

and mineral club shows in On-

tario. Many thanks Jenny! 

(Left) Theresa LeBlanc  proudly 

holds a geode cake  which her 

mother Kim baked for our June 

pot luck dinner. 

http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/
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 SEPTEMBER MEETING - Sept. 18, 2009  
 THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

Time: 7:30 pm   

Location: Woodman Drive 

Community Centre 

 491 Grey St., Brantford, On  

VOLCANO YIELDS GOLD 

Volcanoes ordinarily produce a molten 

material called magma and a nasty con-

coction of hydrochloric acid, hydroflu-

oric and other deadly gases. At Galeras, 

an active volcano in Colombia, gold is 

being produced. When it‘s erupting, 

Galeras also exhales through its vents a 

pound of gold into the air each day. Fur-

thermore, the volcano formed a vein of 

quartz containing gold. The high-grade 

vein yields about eight ounces of gold per 

ton. Although gold has been found in 

other volcanoes, Galeras yields about 100 

times more gold than any other active 

volcano. 

The gold-bearing vein at the base of 

the 14,000 foot volcano was discovered 

when a guide showed it to a scientist. A 

sample of the vein was dated and found 

to be about 560,000 years old. This sug-

gests Galeras has been expelling gold 

since it‘s beginning. The gold is in solu-

tion in the volcano‘s gases and cannot be 

collected. 

Galeras is active — in 1933 it killed 

nine people, six of them earth scientists, 

during a deadly eruption. Access has 

been restricted, but geologists continue to 

study Galeras because they have the op-

portunity to see an actual model of gold 

ores being emplaced in rock. 

(Original source unknown via 

Rockatier 12 99 via 

 

A chuckle:  The doctor recommended a 

patient lose 75 pounds of excess weight. 

He told him to run five miles a day for 

the next 200 days. Exactly 200 days 

later, the patient called him and com-

plained that he was unhappy with the 

program. ―Didn‘t you lose the weight?‖ 

Asked the Doctor. ―Yes, of course,‖ 

admitted the patient, ―but now I‘m a 

thousand miles from home   

from The Petrified Digest 8/00 via Mon-

tana Council Reporter 10/01 

EVERYONE should realize that he 

Has a job he can do in our society. 

Not shoutin‘ the loudest or braggin‘ the 

best; 

Not trying to equal or outdo the rest. 

Just being your own natural, likeable self, 

And putting your worries way back on the 

shelf.... 

To gather fuzz as a worthless thing; 

For in this way you are bound to bring 

To the club meetings, your very best, 

Not just for yourself, but for all the rest. 

It ain‘t the bigness you got under your 

hat, 

But the friendship you left in the seat 

where you sat!! 

from Sequoia bulletin, via The Rockytier 

 Insert LeBlancs for Lays 

 

People are like stained-glass windows.  They sparkle and shine when the sun is out, but 

when the darkness sets in their true beauty is revealed only if there is light from 

within.  ~Elisabeth Kübler-Ross 

President John is anxious to hear about our member‘s stories of vacations, 

rock collecting, gem shows, etc. If you have an unusual or interesting adven-

ture to share with the club please come out and tell us about that super ame-

thyst you collected or a fossil you couldn‘t resist purchasing or getting lost on a 

Bancroft mine excursion.  

We are looking forward to our Oc-

tober meeting and a great program 

from club member Katherine La-

Hay 

Don‘t forget about our workshop at 

Woodman Drive on Wed Evenings : 7-9 

and Thurs afternoon 1-3. 

PROGRAM: We have the pleasure of welcoming Matt 

Devereux as our speaker for our September meeting. ―Matt 

Devereux has collected fossils ever since he could walk. He has 

collected all across North America, as well as places in Europe 

and South America. He did his undergraduate degree in Biol-

ogy and Geology, and began working at Canada‘s famous 

Burgess Shale in the summer of 1990. After working as a Re-

search Technician at the Royal Ontario Museum for several 

years, Matt went to the Univ. of Western Ontario to pursue a 

Master‘s degree, based on the Burgess Shale material. Like all 

avid fossil and mineral collectors, he enjoys being out in the 

field and thus hates winters passionately.‖ 
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moment in its history,‖ says Harrison. 

―They promise a richly textured view of 

the cultural and ethnic contest that has 

long characterized the turbulent history 

of this region.‖ 

TAP is an international project, involv-

ing researchers from a dozen countries, 

and more than 20 universities and re-

search institutes. It operates in close 

collaboration with the Ministry of Cul-

ture of Turkey, and provides research 

opportunities and training for both 

graduate and undergraduate students. 

The project is funded by the Social Sci-

ences and Humanities Research Council 

of Canada and the Institute for Aegean 

Prehistory (INSTAP), and receives sup-

port from the University of Toronto. 

ScienceDaily (Aug. 11, 2009) — Excava-

tions led by a University of Toronto ar-

chaeologist at the site of a recently dis-

covered temple in southeastern Turkey 

have uncovered a cache of cuneiform 

tablets dating back to the Iron Age pe-

riod between 1200 and 600 BCE. Found 

in the temple‘s cella, or ‗holy of holies‘, 

the tablets are part of a possible archive 

that may provide insights into Assyrian 

imperial aspirations. 

The assemblage appears to represent a 

Neo-Assyrian renovation of an older Neo

-Hittite temple complex, providing a 

rare glimpse into the religious dimension 

of Assyrian imperial ideology,‖ says 

Timothy Harrison, professor of near 

eastern archaeology in the Department 

of Near & Middle Eastern Civilizations 

and director of U of T‘s Tayinat Ar-

chaeological Project (TAP). ―The tab-

lets, and the information they contain, 

may possibly highlight the imperial am-

bitions of one of the great powers of the 

ancient world, and its lasting influence 

on the political culture of the Middle 

East.‖ The cella also contained gold, 

bronze and iron implements, libation 

vessels and ornately decorated ritual 

objects. 

Partially uncovered in 2008 at Tell Tayi-

nat, capital of the Neo-Hittite Kingdom 

of Palastin, the structure of the building 

where the tablets were found preserves 

the classic plan of a Neo-Hittite temple. 

It formed part of a sacred precinct that 

once included monumental stelae carved 

in Luwian (an extinct Anatolian lan-

guage once spoken in Turkey) hiero-

glyphic script, but which were found by 

the expedition smashed into tiny shard-

like fragments. 

―Tayinat was destroyed by the Assyrian 

king Tiglath-pileser III in 738 BCE, and 

then transformed into an Assyrian pro-

vincial capital, equipped with its own 

governor and imperial administration,‖ 

says Harrison. ―Scholars have long 

speculated that the reference to Calneh 

in Isaiah‘s oracle against Assyria alludes 

to Tiglath-pileser‘s devastation of Kunu-

lua – ie, Tayinat. The destruction of the 

Luwian monuments and conversion of 

the sacred precinct into an Assyrian 

religious complex may represent the 

physical manifestation of this historic 

event.‖ 

The temple was later burned in an in-

tense fire and found filled with heavily 

charred brick and wood which, ironi-

cally, contributed to the preservation of 

the finds recovered from its inner cham-

bers. ―While those responsible for this 

later destruction are not yet known, the 

remarkable discoveries preserved in the 

Tayinat temple clearly record a pivotal 

Archaeologists Find Cache Of Tablets In 2,700-year Old 

Turkish Temple 

THE TELEPHONE CITY CRYSTAL 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

 Colour is usually white, colourless or grey, but can also be shades of red, brown and yellow. 

 Lustre is vitreous to pearly especially on cleavage surfaces. 

 Transparency crystals are transparent to translucent. 

 Crystal System is monoclinic; 2/m 

 Crystal Habits include the tabular, bladed or blocky crystals with a slanted parallelogram outline. The pinacoid faces domi-

nate with jutting prism faces on the edges of the tabular crystals. Long thin crystals show bends and some specimens bend into spi-

rals called "Ram's Horn Selenite" Two types of twinning are common and one produces a "spear head twin" or "swallowtail twin" 

while the other type produces a "fishtail twin". Also massive, crusty, granular, earthy and fibrous. 

 Cleavage is good in one direction and distinct in two others.. 

 Fracture is uneven but rarely seen. 

 Hardness is 2 and can be scratched by a fingernail. 

 Specific Gravity is approximately 2.3+ (light) 

 Streak is white. 
Associated Minerals are halite, calcite, sulphur, pyrite, borax and many others. 

 Other Characteristics: thin crystals are flexible but not elastic, meaning they can be bent but will not bend back on their own. 

Also some samples are fluorescent. Gypsum has a very low thermal conductivity (hence it's use in drywall as an insulating filler). A 

crystal of Gypsum will feel noticeably warmer than a like crystal of quartz. 

 Notable Occurrences include Naica, Mexico; Sicily; Utah and Colorado, USA; and many other localities throughout the world. 

 Best Field Indicators are crystal habit, flexible crystals, cleavage and hardness. 

MINER AL OF T HE M ONT H -  GYPSUM  
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Agawa Rock Pictographs  THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

Devil‘s Warehouse Island is believed to be 

the source of the red ochre paint used by 

the Ojibwe at Agawa Rock. The paint was 

produced by grinding haematite rock into 

powder, its red colour resulting from the 

high iron content in the haematite. Chemi-

cal analysis has not yet determined if any-

thing was added to the rock surfaces to 

help penetrate and bind to the rock sur-

faces. It is suggested, however, that an ad-

ditive made from fish oil (probably stur-

geon oil) or animal grease may have been 

used for this purpose.  

The pictographs have proven to be re-

markably durable, withstanding the harsh-

est elements. Although the age of the picto-

graphs is unknown, the estimate is 150 to 

400 years old. The images we see today 

likely tell of generations of Ojibwe. The 

paintings are, nevertheless fading and per-

ishing as time and weather wears them 

down.  We will never know how many pic-

tographs have already disappeared from 

Agawa Rock. 

 
 

An inspiring encounter with nature and 

history awaits visitors to the Agawa Rock 

Pictographs. Rising abruptly from Lake 

Superior is Agawa Rock. Here, red ochre 

figures painted on a canvas of stone record 

the stories of generations of Ojibwe. From 

the parking area the Pictograph trail passes 

through geological formations which are 

steeped in mythology. The path travels 

through eroded diabase dykes and great 

broken boulders. Finally the trail ends at a 

stone shelf that slopes into Lake Superior 

beneath a towering cliff that is part of 

Agawa Rock. Geologically, the cliff is a fault 

plane, but that is cold designation, for this is 

a sacred site, a place of mystery and emo-

tion. 

The mood of the rock is as unpredictable as 

Lake Superior itself. To understand this 

sacred site, one must return again and again 

as did generations of Ojibwe. 

Fish and Mystical Creature 

Canoe, Figure and caribou or deer 

Blue  Po in t  Mine  -  Pea r l  On ta r io  
While visiting north of Superior this summer your editor made a point 

of dropping in on a gentlemen, Paul Smitham, whom we met a couple 

years ago at the London show. This true rock hound and amethyst col-

lector spends his entire summer in a tent trailer at the Blue Point Ame-

thyst Mine. Upon arriving at the mine I was met by the owner, Lyndon 

Swanson (far left) who informed where the mine was located and per-

sonally escorted me to the sight, picking up a few nice points for my 

collection as we walked. I inquired as to whereabouts of Paul and his 

wife. Since it was quite warm,  Paul had retired to his trailer for a nap. 

We waited for a time enjoying the sun and finally decided to disturb 

Paul as we still had to find our hotel in Thunderbay. Paul as usual was 

more than anxious to chat and showed me some of the clusters that had 

been found at the mine. Paul entertained us with stories of collecting 

and an amusing  story about an encounter with a bear. Lyndon‘s price 

for collecting  is a large pail filled for $20. Word has it the LeBlancs 

made a couple trips back to the mine for some great collecting. 
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THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

 
Making a Rock Slab Stand 

  

Cut a wire coat hanger at each end of the bottom as shown in Fig. 1 (below). Bend the straight piece of wire at a 90 

degree angle at two points, each bend being made one inch from the wire's midpoint (Fig 2). Next, bend both ends 

evenly at 2 to 3 inches and with pliers curl up each end (Fig 3). 

 
  

From Rocky Reader, Dec. 1991 via The Shin-Skinner News, 9/01 

Via RockCollector 10/01 

QUOTES: The smile on your face is the light in the window that tells people that you are at home. -Scribe, 1988 

"Common sense is instinct. Enough of it is genius." - George Bernard Shaw 

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." - Eleanor Roosevelt, 1884-1962 

            The attendance will be restricted to 40 people who 

MUST be on a confirmation list and members of a CCFMS 

club - NO EXCEPTIONS. If you are not on the list you will 

not be allowed into the Quarry.   

BGS will also have 10 confirmed members plus a monitor 

included in this field trip. 

     You will be restricted to collect in only areas of the 

quarry with an assigned field trip leader. Group size is 

limited to 10 people plus field trip leader. 

     Tag in Tag out policy is still in effect and will be your 

confirmation number.  

    One important thing we require is that everyone be a 

member of the club (or a CCFMS club) and that they have 

a current membership card on them when on a trip. 

   You must adhere to the rules of keeping away from the 

wall even on the piles. The rule of thumb is 1 foot out for 

every 1 foot of wall height and in most cases would be at 

least 40 feet away, again "NO EXCEPTIONS". 

     Please send me an email with full name and CCFMS 

club for confirmation number. jrglen@sympatico.ca 

Du n d as  F ie l d  Tr i p  -  S e pt .  27 / 0 9  Ne l s on  Q ua rr y  -  Sep t  2 6 / 09  

Just a reminder to let you know of the upcoming Field 

Trip to Beamsville > (Nelson Aggregates) on Saturday 

Sept 26 has been confirmed .  

Safety Vest (fluorescent), Safety Boots, Hard Hat and 

Glasses are required for admittance to the Quarry. 

Plan to arrive at the gate of the quarry of Beamsville at 

about 8:30 am for sign in and vehicle tag in. We will 

enter the quarry about 9:00 am  after our safety talk. 

NO LATE ARRIVALS 

Happy hunting. 

Maps to this quarry can be found at: 

http://www.ccfms.ca/Events/Beamsville.html  

 Jim Glen  

 CCFMS Field Trip Coordinator Niagara Region 

mailto:jrglen@sympatico.ca
http://www.ccfms.ca/Events/Beamsville.html
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Club News:  

The club would like to welcome a new member - Geza Takacs from Dundas 

Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3       Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca 

BRANTF OR D LAPI DARY&  MI NERAL S OC IETY  

2009 Executive 

PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS PHONE            519-752-9756    EMAIL:  campbell.moons@sympatico.ca 

VICE PRESIDENT: ERNIE EDMONDS  519-583-9457 

TREASURER: KAREN WARD   905-525-0779  karenpward@sympatico.ca 

SECRETARY: KATHY CAMPBELL   519-442-6542  kathy.camp@hotmail.com 

SHOW CHAIR 2009; JENNY JONES   519-750-0953  turtlefeathers@net 

SHOW CHAIR 2010: BOB PARRY   519-448-1236  robert@roberthalloriginals 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR; ROGER CAMPBELL 519-442-6542  roger.camp@sympatico.ca 

SOCIAL: SUSAN WAKELEY   519-752-7690  suewake28@execulink.com 

PROGRAM: PHYLLIS CZARNOWSKI  519-752-8276 

FIELD TRIPS: REMOND LEHOUX   519-822-8523 

CCFMS REP.: KIM AND MARCEL LEBLANC 519-442-7372  marcell@execulink.com 

LIBRARIAN: RUSS McCRORY   905-389-6525 russelldavid.mccrory@sympatico.ca 

WORKSHOP: BRAD McCLELLAND  519-751-3141 

June Meeting 2009 

Our June potluck supper was well attended 

by our club members. Our hosts Bob and 

Betty Parry again opened their studio for 

our club to enjoy our dinner and meeting in 

a true rock hound atmosphere. The selec-

tion of food and desserts were great includ-

ing a geode cake baked by member Kim 

LeBlanc (see front page) . Thanks to Bob 

and Betty for allowing the club to enjoy our 

yearly June potluck meeting. 

Our June meeting also in-

cluded a brief business por-

tion. President John pre-

sented a gift certificate to 

Jenny Jones (front page) and 

to Debra Cole for her many 

years of printing the club‘s 

fliers, membership cards, 

brochures, etc. and printing 

donations as well. Many 

thanks to Jenny and Debra. 

The club also voted to con-

tinue our four scholarships 

to the University of Waterloo 

for 2009. 

Bob Parry talked about his 

swap meet and upcoming 

show in Ancaster. The club 

will have a table at both 

functions to promote our 

Brantford LMS . 

Members take time out from the dinner to 

allow me to take a quick photo - smile!!!!! 

http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/
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COMING EVENTS 

 
Sept 12  Robert Hall Originals 2nd Annual Rock Swap  9am-5 pm     

   138 Sugar Maple Rd., St. George, ON N0E 1N0 

  Features: Come browse and buy from a large variety of rockhound exhibitors who will sell, trade,   

  or buy rocks, minerals, jewellery and more. A great chance to upgrade your collection. 

 Special events & charity BBQ. Fun for the whole family! 

 Contact: Robert@roberthalloriginals.com (519) 448-1236 or 1-800-360-2813 

 Website: http://www.roberthalloriginals.com 

 

Sept 19-20 ―Wonders of the Earth‖ the 41st Scarborough Gem and Mineral Club Show 

  Sat. 10-6, Sun. 11-5 

  Don Montgomery Community Centre, 2467 Eglington Ave. East, Scarborough, On 

 Admission: adults $3, children $1 

 Contact: Gem and Mineral Club of Scarborough scarbgemclub@lycos.com 

 
Sept 26-27 43 Annual Show & Sale of the Ottawa Lapsmith & Mineral Club 

  Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5. Nepean Sportsplex (Curling area) 1701 Woodroffe Ave. Ottawa, Ontario 

  Features: 60 Dealers and Exhibitors, Gemstones, minerals, Fossils, Jewellery, Crystals, Beads, 

  Equipment, Carvings, Mineral & Gem Identification, Children Activities 

  Admission: Adults: $5; 65+: $3; 13-17: $1 

  Contact: Karen Lochhead, Show Chair Tel: (819) 827-3071 Email: showchair@olmc.ca 

  Jennifer Latham, Dealer Chaair Email: delaerchair@olmc.ca Website: www.olmc.ca 

 

Oct 3-4  Ancaster Gem, Mineral, Bead & Jewellery Show 

  Saturday 10am to 6pm & Sunday 10am to 5 pm 

  Ancaster Fairgrounds, 630 Trinity Road, Ancaster, ON  

  (corner of Hwy 52 & Hwy 53), west of  

  Hamilton off of Hwy 403) 

  Features: An exciting new show full of crystals, minerals,  

  cut stones, wire wrapping, beads & 

  Beading supplies, lapidary supplies.  

  View the latest jewellery designs. 

  Admssion: $5.00, under 12 free 

  Contact: 519-448-1236 or 1-800-360-2813;  

  email: rockshow@roberthalloriginals.com 

 

Oct 17-18 40th Annual Gem Storm a show and sale sponsored by the Kingston Lapidary and Mineral Club 

  Sat. 10-6, Sun !0-5 

  Portsmouth Olympic Harbour, 53 Yonge St. Kingston, ON. 

  Features: Over 30 dealers: Children‘s mine, Jewellery  Workshop 

  Information: Contact Les Moss, Show Chairman at emoss@cogeco.net 

  Website: http://www.mineralclub.ca 

 

Nov. 6-8  Open house - Robert Hall Originals Pewter Studio and Rock Shop 

  Fri., Sat., Sun. 10am-5pm 

  138 Sugar Maple Road, St. George, Ontario 

  Features: Everyone is invited to Robert Hall Originals Annual Fall Open House for Christmas Gift Giving.  

  View the extensive selection of pewter gifts and jewellery crafted right here in St. George.  

  Enjoy a studio tour, show specials, and beautiful Christmas displays! 

  Admission: Free 

  Contact: robert@roberthalloriginals.com (519) 448-1236 or 1-800-360-2813 

  Website: http://www.roberthalloriginals.com 

 

Nov. 14  CMMA Fall Mini-Conference 

  The Burlington Arts & Cultural Centre, 1333 Lakeshore Road, Burlington, ON 

  Contact: Bill Lechner at 416-438-8909 or Bill.lechner@rogers.com 
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Special Note: It with sadness we announce the passing of Larry Mellick a past member of our club.  

Some of our older members will also remember Dr. Denis Thorn who passed away on June 19 2009 in 

Strathroy. The club extends our sympathy to both families. 

 

Workshop: Vibratory Tumblers 

*Preparations 
 
These are pretty much the same as for rotary tumbling, with the exception that vibratory tumblers can be very noisy. Placing 
your tumbler on a piece of carpeting can help moderate this. 
 
In choosing appropriate rocks to tumble in a vibratory tumbler you have quite a lot more leeway than in a rotary machine. You 
can process rocks (and even organic materials like bone and coral) from about Mohs 2 on up, though the softer materials require 
a range of special techniques. Extremely hard materials, such as emeralds and corundum, can also be processed in a vibratory 
tumbler. For specific hints on tumbling corundum, see How to Tumble-Polish Corundum. Emeralds can be processed using ordi-
nary silicon carbide grits, though they will need to be cushioned as they are quite prone to fracture. 
 
You can also effectively process rocks of different hardnesses at the same time -- say, Mohs 5 through 7 -- as long as you use the 
appropriate abrasives and techniques for the softer material. Otherwise the guidelines for choosing rocks are the same as for use 
in rotary tumblers. 
 
Again, you'll find it helpful to keep a notebook showing, for each batch, the rocks processed, the abrasives and media used, and 
the time for each step. 
 
*Step One 
 
Load your hopper 3/4 to 4/5 full of the rocks you've chosen. A good mix of sizes is advisable. Some of this can be ceramic media, 
and in the case of soft, irregular, or large pieces of rock, you'll definitely want to include some. Jagged, hammer-broken rocks, for 
example, won't tumble properly without small, rounded pieces to roll on. Use 60-90 grit silicon carbide on rough rocks that are 
from Mohs 7 to 8-1/2. If they are smoother and softer to start with, you may want to start at Step Two. Use 1-1/2 to 2 tablespoons 
of grit per pound of load, and about the same amount of water. Sprinkle the grit into the load while it is running, to help distribute 
it evenly. If the rocks are soft or fragile, you may need to cushion them. For more on this, check out How to Tumble-Polish Glass.  
 
As the rocks are tumbled, the slurry will thicken. Check every few hours, and if the slurry is thick enough to impede tumbling 
action, add a small amount of water. 
 
The goal of this step is for all surfaces of your rocks to be well-rounded. This should take 1 to 2 days. Repeat this step with fresh 
grit if necessary. 
 
When the surfaces are rounded to your satisfaction, clean your rocks and the tumbler hopper thoroughly as outlined in Rotary 
Tumblers, above. DON'T WASH THE SLURRY DOWN YOUR DRAIN! The ceramic media is also reusable, in any step, once it 
is clean of all traces of grit. A colander with small holes will be useful for this. 
 
*Step Two 
 
Put the cleaned rocks (and ceramic media, if used) in the hopper, filling it to the 3/4 to 4/5 mark. For this step use 120-220 grit 
silicon carbide in the same amount as in the first step, 1-1/2 to 2 tablespoons of grit per pound of load sprinkled carefully into the 
load with the vibratory tumbler running. Also as before, use about the same amount of water as grit, and add more as necessary 
as the slurry thickens. Check frequently as it processes. 
 
You'll want to produce a smooth, matte finish. This will take 2 to 4 days. When you are satisfied with the results, clean your 
stones, hopper, and any ceramic media thoroughly. 
 
*Step Three 
 
Fill the hopper as usual, using the same amount of water and grit, but using 500 grit silicon carbide this time. Check frequently 
for thickening of the slurry. Processing will take 2 to 4 days. This step is complete when rubbing a sample rock on felt or wool 
cloth produces a dull gloss.  
 
Clean rocks, hopper, and ceramic media thoroughly. If your rocks are Mohs 7 or above, you can probably go on to Step Five. Oth-
erwise do the prepolish step. 
 
*Step Four (Optional Prepolish) 
 
For this step you will use 600 grit aluminum oxide, which wears down to a more rounded (and thus less harsh) surface than silicon 
carbide. Otherwise the directions are the same as for the earlier steps. Process for 1 to 2 days and clean everything thoroughly. 
 
*Step Five (Polish) 


